
Raggy Style Jumbo Pillow Class Supply List

Fabric for the front & back can have any content, it doesn’t have to be cotton to ravel. Use from your 
stash if desired, we are breaking rules on raggy style but it will still work. A rustic look is normal for raggy 
but not essential, break the mold and try something new.

Front:  You have 2 choices, depending if you want to bring a variety of cut squares or do strip piecing 
with 2 fabrics

Choice # 1   49 - 4” squares   (You may lay these out in a 7 block wide and long square, pin together, and 
you’ll be ready to start serging when you arrive) or if you just bring in your squares you can lay it out 
here 

Choice #2   You will need ½ yd. of 2 fabrics . Cut 3 strips from each,  4” x the width of the fabric 
(approx.42”)  You should have 6 strips when coming to class.

Back: may be one of the fabrics used on front (this will take another 7/8 yd. )

Cut 1 piece 14” x 27” and 1 piece 17” x 27”

1 zipper 28” length ( I prefer nylon coil) check at Zincks if you have a problem getting this length

Fabric for raggy strips must be 100% cotton. Try homespun, loosely woven flannel, or osnaburg, etc. The 
top quality fabrics will not fray as well as the cheaper ones with a lower thread content. You will need 
3/8” yd. of 3 colors that blend or contrast with the fabric used for blocks. 

1 27” square batting (I used Warm & Natural)

1 27” Square of fabric for backing against the batting (this will not show, it can be anything from your 
stash 

Serger & accessories, including instruction book 

4 Maxi Lock for seams

Surgical seam ripper

Rotary Cutter 

Pins, scissors, ruler, tape measure, stiletto or seam ripper, sewing thread, Bernina walking foot with 
guide (we will supply sewing machines)

24” Pillow Forms are available here. (Let us know if you want one reserved)


